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1. Introduction
Over the last years there have been concerns and debate,
among membersof the system dynamics (SD) community,
about its links with other systemsmethodologiesand about
its philosophical principles, role and position within more

wider social theories (Richardson and Andersen, 1995;
Vennix, 1996; Vennix et al, 1997a,b; Lane, 1999, 2000,
2001a,b). On the other hand, recent developments in
Management Science have indicated the emergence of
what is called multimethodology,a practice that combines
techniques,methods and methodologies from the same or
different systems thinking paradigms, Mingers (1997a, b),

Mingersand Brocklesby(1996),Jackson(1997, 1999)among
others. Multimethodologicalpracticesthat combine methods from across the hard-soft systems methods spectrum
have been widely reported in Mingers (1997a); Munro
and Mingers (2002); Brocklesby and Cummings (1995);
Brocklesby(1997); Lane and Oliva (1994) among others.
This paper reportson the applicationof a multimethodological approach that combines SD and soft systems
methodology (SSM) (Checkland, 1981; Checkland and
Scholes, 1990; Rodriguez-Ulloa,2003), called soft systems
dynamic methodology (SSDM) (Rodriguez-Ulloa, 1999,
2002; Rodriguez-Ulloaand Paucar-Caceres,2004). A full
account of SSDM theoreticalframeworkwas proposed in
Rodriguez-Ulloa and Paucar-Caceres(2005); the present
A Paucar-Caceres,
ManchesterMetropolitanUni*Correspondence.:
versityBusinessSchool,AytounBuilding,AytounStreet,Manchester,
Ml 3GH, UK.
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paper outlinesthat frameworkand providesa full accountof
an SSDM application.Essentially,SSDM can be regardedas
a synthesizing and dialectical methodology that emerges
from the combination of two widely used systems-based
methodologies from two different systems thinking paradigms, SSM and SD. The methodology,throughits careful
application,aims to demonstratethat much can be gainedin
a systemic intervention. In this paper, this methodology,
widely used in Latin Americansettings, is formally re-visit
and its stages briefly outlined, emphasizing that this
constitutesa new, flexibleand creativeintellectualframework
that has emergedfrom combiningsome of the stages of SD
and SSM. To some extent, SSDM underpins the SD
approach by the SSM philosophical principles, concepts
and steps; and this, in a way, resonateswith Lane's claims
when he describesto be working in the agent/structureSD
paradigm and with his 'Holon Dynamics' or 'Interactive
Dynamics approach'(Lane, 1999, 2001a, b). The framework
that SSDM proposescan also be seen,in general,in line with
the works of other system dynamics academicsand practitioners(Laneand Oliva, 1994;Morecroftand Sterman,1994;
Vennix, 1996, 1999;Vennixet al, 1996;Vennixet al, 1997a,b;
Andersenand Richardson,1997;Rouwette et al, 2002).
To those in the systems community interested in the
application of a combination of systemic methodologies,
the main SSDM's contributionis that it advancesa general
framework, with clear steps to follow, which not only
helps the analysts (ie decision makers) to make sense
of the problematicalsituation but also to model the real
world under what it can be called the feedback paradigm
and to intervene in the implementation of systemically
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desirable and culturally feasible changes in the real
world culminating with a learning process from all the
experienceincludingthe implementationof those changesin
the real world.
The structurein this paper is as follows: (1) the SSDM
paradigmis explainedusing a frameworkfor comparingthe
ontological, epistemologicaland methodologicalprinciples
of SD, SSM and SSDM and the synthesizingrole of SSDM
is proposed; (2) the SSDM ten stages are outlined; (3) an
application of SSDM based on an systemic intervention
carried out in Peru is described in detail; (4) from the
experience of this intervention, a reflective analysis on
SSDM is advanced;and (5) conclusionsand learningpoints
for furtherresearchare suggested.

2. Soft system dynamics methodology (SSDM)
SSDM arose as a product of an action research project
startedby the end of 1992at the Andean Instituteof System
(IAS), Lima-Peru.Reflecting on the SD approach it was
noticed that concepts coming from SSM, which are
importantfor understandingreal-worldproblem situations,
were not consideredexplicitlyin the formalanalysisof SD. It
was thought, then, that combiningboth approachescould
allow the emergence of a synergisticintellectual tool for
systemicstudies of complex situations.
SSDM paradigm
During the 1990s there has been a great debate in the
systems community around issues concerning the use of
more than one methodology (combinations of them or
parts of them) when interveningin complex situations.The
generalterm of multimethodology(Mingers,1997a;PaucarCaceres,2002) has been coined to group systemicpractices
that combine and link various methodologies or some
stages of two or more methodologies.Mingers(1997a, 1999)
argues that critical systems thinking and total systems
intervention (Flood and Jackson, 1991; Jackson, 1992,
2000, 2003), are only one particularform of multimethodology and takes the view that any interventionshould gain
benefits from being approachedwith a variety of management science methodologies in what he calls 'strong
pluralism' arguing that agent(s) (ie person(s)) intervening
in the situation would benefit if the intervention is
tackled using a 'blend of methodologies'.In Mingers'view
the following argumentsfavour an application of a multiplicityof methodologies:(1) any situationis in itself complex
that not a single methodology can claim to be able to
tackle it completely,ratherwe should pay attentionto three
aspects involved in any intervention: material, social
and personal. Some methodologieswill bring more enlightenment to some of the three aspects;(2) an interventionis
not a discrete event but continuous and therefore some

methodologies are more suitable to certain phases of the
intervention. We should not disregard the possibility of
combining methodological stages, methods or tools from
differentmethodologiesservingto differentparadigms;and
(3) finally there are practical reasons in favour multiparadigm multimethodology:many systems practitioners
have already started to practice it. Mingers provides
numerous examples supporting his claim and uses five
dimensions to characterize the different types of multimethodology practice: (a) one/more methodologies; (b)
single/multi paradigm;(c) same or different intervention;
(d) whole/part methodology; and (e) imperialist/mixed
(Mingers, 1997b).We argue that SSDM will be a particular
case of (b) and (d) that is multiparadigm and multimethodology.
There have been attemptsto merge these two approaches
(Lane and Oliva, 1994)and althoughsome SD academicians
and practitionershave been alreadyworkingin the arena of
messy problems (Lane and Oliva, 1994; Morecroft and
Sterman, 1994; Vennix, 1996, 1999; Vennix et al, 1996,
1997a,b; Andersenand Richardson,1997;Lane, 1999,2000,
2001a,b; Sterman, 2000; Rouwette et al, 2002; Warren,
2002), we argue here that SSDM contributionlies on in the
elucidation of a methodological framework(ie ten clearly
defined steps are proposed),where the principles,concepts,
philosophies, techniquesand technologies from both sides
are taken into account and put them to work together in a
flexibleway. SSDM, thus, is an intellectualtool that can be
regardedmore thanjust a mergingbetweenSD and SSM but
a synergisticsystemicframeworkthat builds from the fusion
of these two methodologies.Table 1, based on RodriguezUlloa (1999) and Mingers (1997b) shows a comparison
on the ontological, epistemological, and methodological
foundations between both approaches(SSM and SD) and
those of the emergingone (SSDM).

3. The ten stages of soft system dynamics methodology
(SSDM)
The ten stages of SSDM (Figure 1) work across of what we
call three worlds:(1) the real world;(2) the problem-situation
orientedsystemthinkingworld;and (3) the solving-situation
oriented system thinking world. We argued that SSDM
when applied provides a dialecticalview of the real-world
situation. This becomes clear when it is applied to a realworldintervention.Thus the firstapproachwhen intervening
in the real world (called here, World 1) using SSDM is to
appreciate the problem situation and to understand its
behaviourin a holisticmanner(calledhereWorld 2). On the
opposite (dialectical)side, after having understoodthe way
the problem-situationbehave, then, systemic thinking of
ways to 'solve', 'finish' or 'alleviate'the problem-situation
are studied and proposed in the solving-situationsystem
thinkingworld (called here World 3).

Table 1

Ontological, epistemological and methodological comparison of SSM, SD and SSDM (after Rodriguez-Ulloa, 1999,
SSM

SD

SSDM

Ontological
principles

- Systemsare not assumedto exist in real
world; social world of attributingmeaning

- Systems exist in the real world
- Describe the real world in ontological terms
(use of nouns)

- Systems ar
world. The s
observer

Epistemological
principles

- Interpretivist,phenomenologyand (possible)
hermeneuticalclaims.
- Describesthe real world in epistemological
terms (use of verbs)

- Mainly positivistic assumptions

- Interpretiv
and hermen
- Describes t
and ontologi
adverbs)
- Separation
thinkingwor
thinking wor
(1) problem s
world; and
(2) solving p
thinking wor

Methodological
stages

- Separationof the real world and systems
thinking world; systemiticityis in the process;

- Describe the structureunderlyingthe real
world in terms of flows and rates (verbs,nouns
and adverbs)
- Separationof real world and systemsworld is
not very clear

- Systemicapproachbased on 'logical' linked
human activity systems

- Systemicapproach based on 'rational'causeeffect relationships

- Seeks for culturalfeasibleand systemically
desirablechanges in the real world
- It is a problem and solving oriented
methodology
- Unable to measureand assess the possible
changes by itself throughthe time
- Clearlyestablishesthe 'what' and 'how'
transformationprocess performedor to be
performedin the real world, to 'improve'it

- Does not mention explicitly this important
issue
- It is a problem-solvingoriented approach

- It is not a dialecticapproach
- It finisheswith a learningprocess from the
applicationof the whole methodology in an
informal way

- Able to measure and assess the changes by
itself through time
- The 'what' and 'how' transformationprocess
implementedor to be implementedin the real
world is not clear

- It is not a dialectic approach
- It finishes with a learningprocess of the
model-buildingprocess in an informal way
(interactivedynamics, holon dynamics, group
model-building,modelling for radicallearning)

- Systemic a
human activ
effect relatio
- Looks for
desirablecha
- It is a prob
methodology
- Able to me
improved sit
- Clearly est
processes
(1) which ex
situation and
(2) which exp
the transform
'alleviate'tha
improved sit
- It is a dial
- It finishes w
from three p
(a) from the
problematic
(b) From the
problematic
(c) From the
real world (S
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Figure1 Soft systemdynamicsmethodology(SSDM):a generalview (afterRodriguez-Ulloa,1999,2002).

Figure 1 shows the ten stages of SSDM. The three'worlds'
are clearly illustratedin SSDM: (1) Real World(thick line
steps); (2) problemsituation-oriented
systems thinkingworld
(dashedline steps);and (3) solvingsituation-oriented
systems
thinking world (fine lined steps). The ten stages of the
methodology are iterative (feedback is recommended
and encouraged)but for illustrationpurposes, it helps to
think that the first pass (what we called here the 'firstloop')
is to do with the 'problem situation-oriented systems
thinkingworld' and the 'secondloop' deals with the 'solving
situation-basedsystems thinking world'. in the following
sections these stages are briefly outlined; a detailed
description of the methodology steps can be found elsewhere, (Rodriguez-Ulloa,1999, 2002; Rodriguez-Ulloaand
Paucar-Caceres,2004;Rodriguez-Ulloaand Paucar-Caceres,
2005)
3.1. Real world.-Stage 1 (unstructuredproblem situation)
and Stage 2 (structured situation)
SSDM's Stages 1 and 2 are borrowedfrom SSM. It has been
acknowledgedthat the first two SSM stages:(1) Looking at
the unstructuredproblem situation); and (2) Structured
problem-situation or 'rich picture') are powerful steps to
help to understandand comprehendof the phenomenaand

events occurringin a systemof reference(ie a portion of the
real world, definedand delimitedby the analystfor purposes
of systemic study), where something is not working 'well'
and something needs to be done to 'improve'the problem
situation.
According to SSM, in order to study the problem
situation in a holistic manner, the problematic situation
must be regardedin an open manner and trying not to see
the situation as a system itself (not to see the real-worldas
systems yet!); the use of a rich picture as a epistemological
device is importantto capturethe real situation.These two
stages were incorporatedas part of SSDM, in more or less
the same way they are establishedin the SSM seven-step
mode of application.
3.2. First SSDM systemic loop.-problem-situation
systems thinking world
3.2.1. Stage 3 (problem-oriented root definitions).
SSDM's Stage 3 (root definitions)has also been borrowed
from SSM because of its importance for describing
transformation processes and situational changes that
arguably are made in the real world. SSM step has been
used here: root definitionsusually describe human activity
systems that performtransformationprocesses oriented to
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'improve' the problem situation encountered in the realworld.
3.2.2. Stage 4. Building system dynamics models of the
'problematic situation'. Once Stage 3 has been completed, each root definition of a 'problematic situation'
serves as the basis for startingthe modellingprocess where,
a problematiccontext diagramof the situation is built up at
a first resolution level of complexity. This context diagram
must correspondto a particularWeltanschauung(W) that
the observer has emphasized in a particular problematic
root definition, at Stage 3.
After consideringthe SD context diagram,the structureof
the problematicsituationin a more detailedway is modelled,
using a system dynamics approachwith the support of an
ad-hoc software (ie Stella, Ithink, Dynamo, Powersim,
Vensim, among others).
This process can be replicatedn times according to the
number of root definitions the observer has elaborated
at stage 3. Thus different problematic system dynamics
computerizedmodels can be obtained which will allow to
have a variety of interpretationson the behaviour of a
problematicsituation.
3.3. Real world
3.3.1. Stage 5: Comparestage 4 (stage 7) against2. Stage
5 consists, on the comparison,in the first SSDM systemic
loop, of the problematic-oriented
system dynamicsmodels
the
rich
built
at
against
picture
up Stage 2. The comparison
and
emphasizesobserving
validating,if possible,the problematic systemdynamicsmodels (problematiccontextdiagram
and detailed causal-loop models, originated by each
problematicroot definition)compared to the rich picture
description,observingat the same time if the outcomesof the
sensitivityanalysis reproducethe behaviourof the problematic situation.
Stage 5, also consists, on the comparison,in the second
SSDM systemic loop, of the solving-oriented system
dynamics models, against the rich picture built at Stage 2.
The comparisonin this case, emphasizesin observing and
validating, where possible the solving system dynamics
models (solving context diagram and detailed causal-loop
models done at Stage 7), compared with the rich picture,
observing if the outcomes of the sensitivity analysis
reproduce the behaviour of a solving situation for the
problemsituationbeing studiedand if the changesproposed,
can be culturallyfeasibleand systemicallydesirable.
3.4. Second SSDM systemic loop. solving-situation
systems thinking world
3.4.1. Stage 6.: Determine culturallyfeasible and systemically desirable changes. After stage 5 has been done,
we look at this stage for obtaining culturally feasible

and systemically desirable changes, in terms of
which variables (at the context as well as in detailed
levels of the models done at Stage 4) and links have
to be removed, varied and/or added (if possible all
of this) in order to 'improve' (ie change) the problematic
behaviour of the situation encountered at SSDM's stages
3 and 4.
As this analysis of feasibility and desirability is
not possible to do without seeing the effects through
time, it is necessaryto go to SSDM's stage 7 in order to
simulate the prospective 'solving' alternatives that the
analysts can propose to the problematicsituation encountered.
3.4.2. Stage 7: Building system dynamics models of
the 'solving situation'. In this stage it is possible
to delineate and prospect possible courses of action to
'improve' the problematicsituation, proposed by different
assumedly feasible and desirable changes obtained at
stage 6.
Thus, doing stage 7 means buildingup a context diagram
and system dynamics models on the solving-oriented
approach to be implemented in the real world, doing
sensitivity analysis to observe the outcomes according to
the variations of the causes and/or their relationships
(desirable and feasible changes). This again gives to the
observers,importantinsightsabout the diverseconsequences
and sequels of the 'solutions'providedby them.
3.4.3. Stage 8: Solving situation-orientedroot definitions.
In SSDM terms, this stage aims to express in a solvingoriented root definition,the transformationprocess needed
to make 'improvements'of the problematicsituation. It is
important to do its CATWOE analysis in order to
elucidate,clearly,what is the 'solving-oriented'transformation process that the computerizedmodel proposedin stage
7 is promotingto undertakein the realworld,as the basis to
build up this solving-orientedroot definition.
3.5. Real world
3.5.1. Stage 9: Implementation of feasible and desirable
changes in the real world. Once a good balance has been
found among stages 2, 8 and 7, then it is the time to return
to stage 6 where the ultimate culturally feasible and
systemically desirable changes have been reached. Done
this, changes are ready to be implemented in Stage 9:
implementationof feasibleand desirablechangesin the real
world.
3.5.2. Stage 10.: Learning points. The last activity of
SSDM is Stage 10, where all learning points have been
collected and compiled for study and reflection from
time to time and future interventions.The learning points
came from the sensitivity analysis of modelling the
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'problematic situation' (Stage 4) as well as the 'solving
situation' (Stage 7) and the proper implementationaction
in the real world (Stage 9). The aim is to orient to people
involved in the analysis and design of social systems (ie
problem solving system) to the learning paradigm, since a
self analysis, synthesisand reflectionof real-worldconcrete
interventions.

4. An application of SSDM in a small Peruvian
enterprise:Tubos S.A.
An applicationof SSDM in a specificproblem situation is
described in the following sections. Some information,
mainly quantitative,has not been included for brevity, but
the readercan be referredto the source (Rodriguez-Ulloa,
1994), where he/she can find the complete description (in
Spanish)of this case.
4.1. Stage 1: Unstructuredsituation
Tubos S.A., is a small Peruvian company dedicated
to commercialize national and imported steel products.
Its clients are companies from the construction, mining,
petrol, fishing and industry sectors, among others. It is
managed by a directory composed by four persons:
two partners and directors, Mr Martinelli (DI) and
Mr Ampuero (D2), and two directors and managers
(Mr Zapata and Mr Merino).
Outsideinformationis managedand processedby director
D2, who, as well, does the strategic decisions of the
enterprise. This attitude provokes conflicts with director
D1, generatingpersonal resentmentsbetween them, blockading the formal communicationchannels of the company.
This situation also re-feeds the domination willing of
director D2 creating the conditions for the conflictive
relationshipwith directorDI.
The informal communication (originated by the poor
relationshipsbetween the directors),generates,as well, the
lack of strategicplans and a low degree of organizationin
the company.
The external environment is characterizedby scarcity
of foreign currency, credit restrictions and a deficient
legislation generating negative effects in the market
conditions, as well as, in the strategicplans of Tubos S.A.,
with the exception of the last variable (legislation)which
can producepositive or negativeeffectsin the strategicplans
(more or less market regulation, rigid or flexible labour
legislation or a mixture, deficient juridical codes which
provoke delayin thejustice'sadministrationprocesseswhere
the firm is involved, etc).
Improvementin the competitivenessof Tubos S.A., on the
other side, could create the adequate market conditions
allowing the incrementof the goods' demand.The purchase
of lots of productsto be offeredto the marketcould increase

sales which generates more incomes and profits for the
company as well. The net profit generates the distributed
earnings and the benefits which when increasingallow to
increment the goods buying and the investment in the
quality of management(for example,increasingthe salaries
of managers) and their specialization.The improvements
could incrementthe productivityand the overallefficiencyof
the company.Managementefficiencyincreasesthe competitiveness of Tubos S.A. More efficiencycontributesalso to
lower costs as well, generatingthe possibilityto decreasethe
prices,which could cause the incrementin the demand,then
sales, should augment.
To break up the dominating power position of director
D2 over directorDl somethingneeds to be done, otherwise
the internalsituationof Tubos S.A. could collapse.One way
could be the implementationof participativeplanning.This
could allow to unite efforts betweenboth partners,reducing
the resentments in between them. Re-establishing the
communicationchannels and the formal procedures(structureand functionsmanual)within the companywould allow
to improvethe coordinationof activitiesand the information
flows, impacting in the development of management, the
productivity, efficiency, competitiveness and net profits.
Incrementin earningsreinforcesthe participativeplanning
as well.
Finally,an increasein the formalcommunicationchannels
generatesmore competitivenessdue to the formalizationof
the strategicplans.
4.2. Stage 2.: Structuredsituation
Figure 2 shows a consolidatedrich picture of the problem
situation at Tubos S.A. based on the informationobtained
at Stage 1 of the SSDM.
4.3. Stage 3: Problem-orientedroot definitions
Among diverse problem-oriented root definitions that
can be generated,it has been chosen the following as an
example:
'A humanactivitysystemownedby a privatecompany,which
sellssteelproductsto theconstruction,
mining,petrol,fishing
and industrysectorsof the internalPeruvianmarketwith
its clients'needs,due
not satisfying
competitive
disadvantages
to internalproblemsin the company'sgeneralmanagement,
motivatedby personalinterestsand conflictsbetweenthe
ownersand the lackof a good communication
amongthem
and the otherdirectorsand managersof the company.This
of an informalmanagesituationleadsto theimplementation
ment and cultureat differenthierarchicallevels of the
company,affectingthe good managementas well as the
as a whole.
marketingand financialresultsof the enterprise
This HAS is beingdone underdiverseexternalconstraints,
productof the environmentexistingin the country,like
creditrestrictions,
scarcityof foreigncurrencyand deficient
legislation'
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Figure2 SSDM'sstage2: richpictureof the problemsituation(afterMontbrunand Porras,1998and Rodriguez-Ulloa,1999).
CATWOEanalysis
Clients.:Directors, managers,workers, clients, providersof
Tubos S.A., the Peruvianstate.
Actors: Directors,managers,workers

formation.

Unsold steel
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Sold steel
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Owners. Director Dl (Martinelli) and D2 (Ampuero),
managers(Mr Zapata and Mr Merino)
Environment:Credit restrictions, scarcity of foreign currency, deficientlegislation
4.4. Stage 4. Building system dynamics models of the
'problematicsituation'
The context diagram and the system dynamics model are
built here, which express the structure(the mental model)
which is generated from the problematic root definition
definedat Stage 3. Each pair of context diagramand system
dynamics model correspond to each problematic root

definition generated at stage 3. It is important also to
emphasizethat the context diagramis based on the way in
which the concept is used in SSM, describingthe real-world
in systemic and epistemological terms; thus the use of
qualified verbs in the diagram, instead of 'nouns' and
substantivesused in DS. The relationshipsare of threekinds:
causal relationship,matterflux and informationflux.
Figure 3 shows the problematic context diagram and
Figure 4 the problematiccausal diagram of the particular
interpretation of the problem situation based on the
problematic root definition presented at stage 3 in this
example.
The problematic context diagram (Figure 3), indicates
that some activities (ie human activity systems (HAS's) in
SSM language) are managed under several non-desirable
conditions, so that there is the need to change them. The
same could be said to the problematic causal diagram
(Figure 4). For example, in the case of the problematic
context diagram the company's selling activities is being
done under disadvantageconditionswhich, as it is observed
in Figure 3, causes the dissatisfactionof the clients.Also the
disadvantagesat the selling process are caused because the
marketingactivitiesare carriedout in inadequateconditions
as can be seen.
The problematiccausaldiagram(Figure4), shows that the
conflicting relationship between directors Dl and D2 is
creating important impact in the informal organizationof
the company, due to the existence of informal communication as a product of this conflicting relationship. The
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informalorganizationof Tubos's activitiesbringsdifficulties
in its strategicplanning, generalmanagement,competitiveness and so on. In consequence, there are several aspects
expressedin the context as well as in the causaldiagramthat
are affectingthe adequateperformanceof Tubos S.A.
4.5. Stage 5. Compare stage 4 ('problematic' situation
system dynamics model(s)) or 7 ('solving' situation
system dynamic model(s)) against stage 2 (rich picture)
In the first iteration of SSDM (World 2) a comparisonis
made between Stage 4 (problem-orientedsystem dynamics
model(s) versusstage 2 (richpicture).From that comparison
some findings can be detected, the aim being to validate
the 'problematic'system dynamics models. The criteria of
validationare the same of SSM (in this case the validationis
concerned to probe that the inadequate behaviour of the
systemis culturallyfeasibleand systemicallydesirableby the
people involved in the problem situation). The validation
process here is made to the problematiccontext diagramas
well as to the problematicsystem dynamicsmodel (nouns,
verbs, adverbsand causal relationships).
In the second iterationof SSDM (World3), a comparison
is made between Stage 7 (solving-orientedsystem dynamics
model(s) versusstage 2 (rich picture) after stages 6 and 7
are done.

4.6. Stage 6: Determine culturallyfeasible and
systemically desirable changes
From the work done in the previous stage (first iteration),
a list of culturallyfeasible and desirable 'solving' changes
can be obtained, leading this to see the way they can be
implementedin the real-worldin order to 'improve', the
problem situation. The changes could be a new 'noun'
(level), a new verb in gerund (flux) or adverb (auxiliary
variable) (ie a SD's variable) or one or some causal
relationshipsthat need to be aggregatedto the problematic
systemdynamicsmodel, or, on the contrary,the elimination
of a noun , a verb or an adverb (ie a SD's variable)or one
or some causal relationshipswhich allows to change the
behaviourfrom a problematicto what we call a 'solutionbased'model. This can be testedusing the sensitivityanalysis
of the 'solving-oriented'system dynamicsmodel(s).
In Tubos S.A., it was noticed that severalchangescan be
made at the problematiccontext diagramand at the causal
diagramwhich can lead to 'improve'the problemsituation.
4.7. Stage 7: Building system dynamics models of the
solving situation
Figures 5 and 6 show the 'solving'context diagramand the
'solving'causal diagramwith severalculturallyfeasible and
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Figure6 SSDM's stage 7: solution-basedcausaldiagramof the problemsituationbasedon the solution-basedcontextdiagram
(Figure5) (afterMontbrunand Porras,1998and Rodriguez-Ulloa,1999).

systemicallydesirablechanges. For example, if the solving
contextdiagram(Figure5) is comparedwith the problematic
one (Figure 3), then it can be detected that in order to
change the overall behaviour of the system's structure,
several changes has been proposed because of being
culturally feasible and systemically desirables. Thus, the
interactions between the directors are done in 'normal'
conditions,consequentlythe marketingactivitiesare done in
adequate conditions, allowing to sell the products without
disadvantages,which permits,as well, to satisfy the Tubos'
clients. In the same manner, the financialresourcescan be
provided in normal conditions (because the fluxes of
communication and coordination have been improved)
and then incomes can be obtained without difficult
conditions. Similarconclusionscan be made for the control
of the financialinformation.
The 'solution-based'causal diagram (Figure 6) can be
compared with the problematiccausal diagram (Figure 4),
observingthat several 'solving' changes have been encountered to probably be culturally feasible and systemically
desirables.It can be arguedthat these changesare 'probably'

culturally feasible and systemically desirable 'solving'
changes, because only the simulation process through the
computer will show that effectively,the proposed changes
make significant modifications in the behaviour of the
system's structuretowards the achievementsof 'improvements' of the overallperformanceof Tubos S.A. For doing
this, quantitativespecific indicators are considered in this
work, applyingwhat is called quantitativeSD.
A quick examination of both figures (Figures 3 and 5)
reveals that if the problematiccausal diagram is modified,
adding the variables 'participativeplanning' and 'agreements', then the overall behaviour of the system starts to
change because the variable 'agreements' decreases the
'personalresentments'variable,which improves the 'informal communication'by decreasingthe dominionof Director
D2 over Director D1, which in turn, leads to a decreasein
the conflicts between them. If conflicting relationships
between them decrease, then more agreements will be
achieved in diverse issues, improving the formal communication and procedures.As the formal communicationis
improved, the quality of the strategic planning process is
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improved also increasing Tubos S.A.'s competitiveness,
which allows more sales and so on. The models elaborated
at this stage must be compared with the rich picture, in order
to validate its cultural feasibility and desirable systemicity.

4.8. Stage 8.: Solving-orientedroot definitions of the
problem situation
At this stage, those root definitionswhich being culturally
desirables and systemically feasible are elaborated to express
the transformation processes that 'improves', 'finish', 'solve'
or 'alleviates' the problem situation encountered in the
problematic analysis so taking into account the problematic
root definition (Stage 3) then the corresponding 'Solutionbased' (ie 'solution-based') root definition will be:
'A humanactivitysystemownedby a privatecompany,which
sells steel productsto the construction,mining,petrol, fishing
and industry sectors of the internal Peruvian market, with
competitiveadvantagesin orderto satisfyits clients'needs.To
this processis done underthe
get the adequatecompetitiveness,
of a formalmanagementandcultureat different
implementation
hierarchicallevelsof the company,aimingto have good human
relations,good communication,adequate organization,high
quality strategicplanningprocessesand performancefor the
enterpriseas a whole, as measuredin marketingand financial
resultsand achievementsalong time. This HAS is being done
under diverseexternalconstraints,as a result of the unclear
environmentalsituation existing in the country, like credit
restrictions,scarcityof foreigncurrencyand deficientlegislation'

Clients. Directors, managers, workers, clients, providers of

Tubos S.A., the Peruvianstate.
Actors.:Directors,managers,workers

formation.

* Introduceparticipativeplanning
* Introduceways and techniquesof agreementbetweenthe
parts in conflict
* Establish links between the following variables (See
Figure 6):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Earningsto ParticipativePlanning(+)
ParticipativePlanningto Agreements(+)
Agreementsto Personal Resentments(-)
Conflictsto Agreements(-)
Agreementsto Formal Communication(+)

As in SSM, these changes can be ordered according to
priority criteria (logic criterion, importance and urgency).
Then a plan can de elaborated at stage 6, which can be
implementedat stage 9.
4.10. Stage 10.:Learningpoints

CATWOEanalysis.-

Unsold steel
productsto

feasibleand systemicallydesirablechangesselectedare ready
to be implementedin the realworld.At this stage,it has been
seen, according to our experience using SSM, that the
process of implementingchangescan also be the arenawhere
severalsituationscould happen, which may be could not be
consideredfor any reasonsin all the previousstages (the real
world is very differentfrom the ideal one), then some last
time adjustments could be needed to implement in the
selectedchanges,in the real world.
In the case of Tubos S.A., by reflectingand observingthe
'solution-based'causal diagram (Figure 6) several changes
have to be implemented,hopefully,in the real world:

Sold steel
productsto

sectors of the

sectors of the

Peruvianmarket
with competitive
advantages

Peruvianmarket
with competitive
advantages

Owners. Director D1 (Martinelli) and D2 (Ampuero),
managers(Mr Zapata and Mr Merino)
Environment.Credit restrictions, scarcity of foreign currency, deficient legislation

4.9. Stage 9: Implement culturallyfeasible and
systemically desirable changes in the real world
Once the adjustmentshave been done among stages 8, 2 and
7 as well as among stages 5, 6 and 7, then the culturally

Here the learningpoints from the sensitivityanalysis of the
problematicand solving system dynamicsmodels computer
simulation (Stages 4 and 7 in SSDM) can bring some
insights to learn about the 'pathological'and the 'healthy'
behaviour of the system being studied. For example, the
concentrationof power made by directorDl broughtmany
and diverse kind of problems to Tubos S.A. and only
the cultural acceptation of participativeplanning by the
directors, allowed to improve the communicationbetween
Dl and D2 and from this, to reshapethe strategicbehaviour
of Tubos S.A.
On the other hand, the implementationprocess Stage 9,
can also bring about some insights from the experienceof
implementing what is proposed at stage 6, for learning
purposes. The way how to do participativeplanning for
example,or how to improvethe communicationbetweenthe
directors,can have special issues to treat that only can be
seen at this stage. Both learningexperiences,one theoretical
and the other from the real world will help very much in the
adjustmentsand learningprocessof the analystsfor tackling
future problematic situations using SSDM in the same
problematicsituation (ie Tubos S.A.) or in a new one.
Finally, it must be mentioned that the system dynamics
models have not been presentedin this paperfor brevity,but
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the technologywhich encompassesthe SD approachcan be
used in full, as part of the use of SSDM.
5. Conclusions
" Soft SystemsDynamics Methodology (SSDM), a type of
multiparadigmand multimethodologypracticethat have
been used extensively in LA has been revisited and its
steps briefly outlined. A framework containing the
ontological,epistemologicaland methodologicalpremises
underpinningSSDM and its constituents,SSM and SD
has been advanced.
* The methodology describedincludes ten stages and two
systemic loops which forces the practitioner to visit
SSDM's 'three worlds': (i) real world (SSDM's World
1); (ii) problemsituation-orientedsystemsthinkingworld
(SSDM's World 2); and (iii) solving situation-oriented
systems thinkingworld (SSDM's World 3). By travelling
throughits two loops, the methodologybecomes a useful
frameworkand arena for debating both the 'whats' and
'hows' concerninga particular'problematicalsituation'in
a dialecticalway: in the firstloop one face of the coin (the
problematicview of the problematicalsituation) is seen;
and in the second loop, the other face of the same coin
(the 'solution-based'view of the mentionedproblematical
situation)is seen.
* An importantdistinctionas regardsSSM is the way how
root definitionsare built and used: SSDM adheresto a
dialecticalapproach;root definitionshere are built in two
differentways: When we are in the first loop (SSDM's
World 2) then root definitionsdescribedthe problematic
transformationprocess which is culturally feasible and
systemicallydesirablein that situation.When we are at the
second loop (SSDM's World 3), then root definitions
describewhat we call the 'solution-based'transformation
process which should be culturallyfeasible and systemically desirable,to be implementedin the real world. This
fashion of building and using root definitions differs
significantlyin the way that SSM constructsand uses root
definitions.
* We have argued,conceptuallyand illustratedwith a case
study, that SSDM synthesizesthe diverse philosophical
frameworks,paradigms and intellectual tools from SD
and SSM, which working together allow it to be a
powerful intellectual framework for the analysis and
design of social systems.
* Essentially, SSDM draws and combines the following
stages from SSM and SD:
o From SSM, the phenomenologicalway of describing
real-worldcomplexity (Stages 1 and 2) are taken. To
these two first stages, several new mental tools and
concepts have been added and using in structuring
messy problems and soft situations, in order to build
suitable rich pictures, all of this coming from the

experience of using SSM in Peru and other Latin
Americancountriesin the last 15 years.
o From SD it takes the functionalistic and causal
rationality,that being treated in a positivistic way in
the 'austere SD' (Lane, 1999, 2001a,b), here causal
rationalityis used undera phenomenologicalumbrella,
coming from the influenceof SSM over SD. Thus, from
each problematic 'solution-based' root definition, a
causal diagramcan be generated,but in this case, this
causal diagramis based on a particularworld-view(ie
Weltanschauung),clearly defined and identifiedin the
root definition which it is based on which define the
context diagram and the subsequent qualitative and
quantitativesystem dynamicsmodel.
* SSDM overcomesthe limitationsof SSM by bringingSD
and the supportof ad-hoccomputersoftwareto simulate
in the laboratory diverse social behaviours, making it
possible to probe if the suggested'culturallyfeasible'and
'systemicallydesirable'changesare reallyas we think they
can be or they are just a chimera because they will not
work in the real-worldas it was expected. The contribution of phenomenological SD models (ie SD models
coming from diverseWeltanschauungen)can be of crucial
importance to see the possibilities of the changes the
analystscan propose to be implementedin the real world,
before wasting time and other resources.
* Although the Tubos S.A. application study has been a
good arena where to show the use of SSDM, it must
be stressed that what is has been shown in the present
paper is just one of the 'n' possible visions of the analysis.
SSDM can be seen as a learning process from both,
the problematic situation which is being analysed;
because if we do iterate in an attempt to gain more
understandingof it, as well as proposing'solutions'for it,
from diverseWeltanschauungen,we will gain more insight
into the situation, adding richness to the systemic
intervention.
* SSDM, has been in use and tested for some time now
mainly in LA settings.The authors continueworking for
further adjustments to it and do not claim that the
methodology is free of possible improvements, thus
comments and criticismsfrom SSM, SD and, especially,
from managementsciences multi-methodologicalpractitioners are welcome.
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